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NEW YORK — For the type of 
season it has been for the ISU football 
team, its ending proved bittersweet.
The Cyclones’ surprise 2011 
stand of winning four games against 
favored opponents and six games 
overall for the second time in three 
seasons was capped off with a 
27-13 loss to Rutgers in the Pinstripe 
Bowl on Friday at Yankee Stadium in 
New York.
“The program’s come a long ways,” 
said ISU coach Paul Rhoads, who led 
his team to its second bowl appear-
ance in his three years at its helm. 
“It’s a primary thing that I talked to 
our football team about afterwards, I 
think this was a very good season.
“As we move forward, that’s not 
going to be good enough.”
Rhoads said despite having beaten 
two ranked teams — 41-7 at No. 19 
Texas Tech on Oct. 29 and 37-31 in 
double overtime vs. No. 2 Oklahoma 
State on Nov. 18 — finishing the sea-
son with a loss in a bowl game “does 
not fulfill the expectations” of the 
program.
“The foundation of the program 
is to win bowl games and win cham-
pionships, so we couldn’t pull one out 
[at the Pinstripe Bowl],” said senior 
cornerback Leonard Johnson.
“But I’m pretty confident and sure 
that coach and the boys are going to go 
back to the drawing board and find a 
way to get the job done next year.”
Getting back to the drawing board 
will be spearheaded by leaders on the 
team such as A.J. Klein, who finished 
the 2011 season with the team high 
in total tackles with 117 and a pair of 
sacks.
“There are some things that I 
think we could build on, some posi-
tives we could build on for next year,” 
the junior linebacker said. “At the 
same time, preparation is going to 
start right away for next year.
“I don’t believe we lived up to our 
expectations of our own team, but I 
am very proud of the team and what 
we’ve done and what we have accom-
plished this year.”
Klein, who was named the team’s 
first-ever Big 12 Co-Defensive Player 
of the Year, also had a 78-yard inter-
ception returned for a touchdown on 
Oct. 15 against Missouri — the third of 
his career.
Almost completely mirroring 
Klein was fellow junior linebacker 
Jake Knott, who notched 114 total 
tackles this season and finished the 
season with 74 solo tackles — seventh 
most in the nation.
Knott, who was named a 2011 
All-American Honorable Mention 
by Sports Illustrated, said the season-
ending loss is not as bittersweet as it 
appears.
“This might be a blessing in dis-
guise for what happened [at the 
Pinstripe Bowl] and how humbling 
that is to our team and how much 
that makes us just want to go back to 
work,” Knott said.
“I know just by looking at the un-
derclassmen that they want to get 
back to work tomorrow if they could 
and I’m the exact same way.”
On offense, it was a tale of two 
quarterbacks this season for the 
Cyclones (6-7, 3-6 Big 12), who saw 
both Steele Jantz and Jared Barnett 
starting under center at some point in 
the season.
Jantz started the first seven games 
of the season before Barnett took the 
reigns at the position, both leading 
the team to a 3-0 record in their first 
three starts before dropping their last 
games.
“We’ve got to get better,” Barnett 
said of the team. “Every aspect — of-
fense and defense — [has] got to get 
much better. Of course we’re going to 
have the same goals next year, but our 
expectations for ourselves are going 
to be higher.
“We’re always going to hold our-
selves to a higher standard because 
we had what you would call a ‘good 
season’ this year.”
Even though Barnett had one less 
loss as a starter than Jantz, he trailed 
his teammate statistically in passing 
yards by 318, pass completions by 28 
and passing touchdowns by four in 
one less start.
However, Barnett has thrown 
five fewer interceptions and rushed 
for more yards by 190 despite having 
started one less game than Jantz.
Even though the season ended 
with a loss, running back Jeff Woody 
said it cannot take away from the high 
points for an ISU team that was fa-
vored in just two of its 12 games this 
season.
“From the doubts that we had 
from the outside world coming in 
and being able to prove to the nation 
that we could compete with all these 
teams and we’re not going to lay down 
to anybody, I thought that was great,” 
Knott said. “That was kind of a trade-
mark of this team.”
Bowl loss fuels 
team for 2012 File photo: John Andruss/Iowa State DailyCoach Paul Rhoads runs out of the tunnel before the Nov. 18 game against Oklahoma State. Rhoads’ Cyclones beat the No. 2 Cowboys 37-31 in double overtime in one of the biggest wins in ISU history.
Preparations will 
‘start right away’
By	Jake.Calhoun	
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Time Reuter/ 
Iowa State Daily
Linebacker Jake Knott, along with 
defensive end Rony Nelson, take 
down Texas A&M quarterback Ryan 
Tannehill. Knott notched 114 total 
tackles this season for the Cyclones.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Linebacker A.J. Klein pushes off the UNI opposition during the game against Northern Iowa on Sept. 3. Klein was named 
Big 12 Co-Defensive Player of the Year after finishing the season with 117 tackles and two sacks.
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NEW YORK — It started Aug. 20 and 
ended Friday.
The journey of the ISU quarterbacks 
in the 2011 season was very much a roll-
er-coaster ride of highs and lows. When 
the ride ended, the Cyclones (6-7, 3-6 
Big 12) were on the losing end of the New 
Era Pinstripe Bowl to Rutgers, 27-13.
Steele Jantz replaced Jared Barnett, 
who took over starting duties from Jantz 
earlier in the season, raising the question 
of who the quarterback of the future is for 
the Cyclones.
“It’s crucial [to have good quarterback 
play],” Jantz said. “Whoever comes out 
on top [in the spring], we’ll be better for it. 
Knowing the other quarterbacks and my-
self, we’re going to work hard, not only to 
win the battle, but to lead the team and get 
the offense rolling early.”
Early in the second quarter of the 
Cyclones’ loss to Rutgers (9-4, 4-3 
Big East), Barnett was benched in favor 
of Jantz, following Barnett’s 2-7 start 
through the air.
Coach Paul Rhoads went with Barnett 
as the starter in the final five games of 
the season after Jantz struggled during a 
four-game losing streak. But with Jantz 
practicing well in preparation for the bowl 
game, coupled with Barnett looking shaky, 
Rhoads put the at-times-electrifying ju-
nior college transfer in the game.
“We were not executing in a manner 
that I thought was going to lead us to a win, 
and from what we’ve seen in December’s 
practices, I thought Steele could [get it 
done],” Rhoads said.
Rhoads then added, sarcastically:
“And I wanted to create a quarterback 
controversy heading into spring ball.”
While Barnett did struggle, Jantz 
didn’t offer much improvement. After tak-
ing over in the second quarter, Jantz went 
15-of-31 for 197 yards and two intercep-
tions. The turnovers — something that 
became his calling card and ultimately lost 
him his job earlier in the season — halted 
promising drives for the Cyclones.
Rhoads called the play of Jantz, “in a 
word, inconsistent.”
“There were flashes, that he made 
great throws, great decisions,” Rhoads 
said. “Then there were some plays that 
you could tell he hadn’t played in five or six 
games. Not getting rid of the ball and tak-
ing sacks. And letting the 25- or 40-second 
clock run down and force us to use a time 
out or expire and cause us a penalty.”
Jantz said at the season’s beginning, 
when he was named the starter Aug. 20, 
that he was focused solely on winning.
While he did that early, going 3-0 to 
start the season and starring in the win 
against Iowa, the inconsistencies that 
Rhoads talked about led to the Cyclones 
losing the final five games in which Jantz 
saw significant playing time.
“It’s always tough when you come up 
short,” Jantz said. “[Rutgers] tried to rat-
tle me, and it worked to a certain extent. 
Ultimately it comes back to me because I 
have to run the offense.”
In his first season as a Cyclone, Jantz 
finished the year 138-of-259 (53 percent) 
for 1,519 yards, 10 touchdowns and 11 in-
terceptions in nine games played, going 
3-4 as the starter. Barnett finished the year 
110-of-220 (50 percent) for 1,201 yards, 
six touchdowns and six interceptions, go-
ing 3-3 as the starter.
For four years, Iowa State entered 
spring practice knowing Austen 
Arnaud would be the starter. 
Now, despite Rhoads’ sarcastic 
comment regarding the quar-
terback controversy, and 
possibly to the chagrin of 
some Cyclone fans who ex-
pressed distaste for Jantz in 
social media, the job is open 
for the second straight year.
Barnett and Jantz figure to 
be the primary players in the 
race, and Barnett, as 
Jantz said postgame, 
knows he needs to 
get better if the job 
is to be his.
“I’ve just got 
to get better, ev-
ery aspect of my 
game,” Barnett 
said. “Mentally 
and physically, just 
have to be a whole lot 
better than I was this year.”
Quarterback 
roller coaster
Jantz, Barnett split time 
under center in 2011
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Steele Jantz rushes past Iowa’s Broderick Binns on Sept. 10 in Iowa State’s triple-overtime win. 
Jantz and Jared Barnett will compete for the starting quarterback job next season.
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Jared Barnett runs through the line of scrimmage in the fourth quarter of Iowa State’s win against Kansas on Nov. 5. Barnett took over 
the starting quarterback role from Steele Jantz midway through the season after Jantz struggled during a four-game losing streak.
Steele 
Jantz
  Att/cmp:138/259 (53%)
  Yards: 1,519
  TDs: 10
  INTs: 11
  Rushes: 84
  Yards: 216
  TDs: 2
Jared Barnett
  Att/cmp: 110/220 (50%)
  Yards: 1,201
  TDs: 6
  INTs: 6
  Rushes: 104
  Yards: 437
  TD: 1
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NEW YORK — Friday’s loss in the 
Pinstripe Bowl marked the final time 
that 19 ISU seniors donned the cardi-
nal and gold.
The 27-13 defeat at the hands of 
Rutgers had many underclassmen not 
just upset about the loss, but also con-
templative toward the time they spent 
with their graduating teammates.
“This may sound strange, but I 
couldn’t care less whether we won or 
lost,” said sophomore running back 
Jeff Woody. “It’s just what’s in me right 
now is knowing that I’m not going to 
see guys like Zack Spears, who is a 
senior, and Darius Darks and Darius 
Reynolds. I don’t know if I’m going to 
see those guys until pro day and then 
who knows after that. 
“So that’s what’s hitting home right 
now.”
In all, 12 seniors started on Friday, 
highlighted by kicker Zach Guyer 
making 2-of-4 field goal attempts, 
Reynolds hauling in two catches for 
40 yards and linebacker Matt Tau’fo’ou 
tying a career high with 10 tackles. 
Tau’fo’ou is one of six starters who will 
need to be replaced on the defensive 
side of the ball to play alongside junior 
linebacker Jake Knott and others on 
the 2012 unit.
“[We have] guys who are NFL-
capable,” Knott said of the seniors. “To 
be able to watch that and those guys 
that you know and root for and just 
hope the best for because they’ve com-
pletely worked their butt off for Iowa 
State and they deserve everything.”
One of those NFL-capable play-
ers is 6-foot-6-inch, 347-pound left 
tackle Kelechi Osemele. The Houston, 
Texas, native started each of the last 
43 games of his career, the longest ac-
tive streak on the ISU roster.
“I wanted to come to Iowa State be-
cause I wanted to go to a school where 
I could make an impact and leave some 
sort of legacy. I thought that I did that 
at Iowa State,” Osemele said. “For the 
guys who stuck it through as a senior 
class, who didn’t quit or didn’t transfer 
— which is very few of us — it just was 
a reflection on that character.”
His durability and size have opened 
the eyes of NFL scouts and NFL draft 
publications, as he’s been projected as 
a first- or second-round draft pick in 
April’s draft.
With his first-day draft status, 
Osemele likely will receive an invite to 
the NFL Combine in Indianapolis in 
February and has already accepted an 
invite along with teammate Leonard 
Johnson to the Senior Bowl in Mobile, 
Ala., on Jan. 28.
“It’s a little too early to start think-
ing about that,” Osemele said about 
the draft. “Right now I’m just thinking 
about getting back home and seeing 
my family for a couple days before I 
go back out and start training for the 
Senior Bowl.
“[The Senior Bowl is] an extra op-
portunity that a lot of people don’t get 
and I’m just going to make sure I take 
full advantage of it.”
Johnson, along with kicker Grant 
Mahoney, were the only two Cyclones 
to play in all 50 games of their ISU 
careers.
The Clearwater, Fla., native im-
proved his draft stock this season 
while matched up against a handful of 
the nation’s best receivers, including 
on Friday when he held Rutgers star 
wideout Mohamed Sanu to six catches 
for 62 yards.
Johnson is excited for the oppor-
tunity to showcase his coverage skills 
later this month in Mobile.
“It’s a process, and right now I’ve 
been programmed to have tunnel vi-
sion, so it’s been a wonderful experi-
ence just to be able to play in the Senior 
Bowl,” Johnson said.
Johnson will spend the next month 
refining his coverage skills so that he 
can “dominate the receivers all game 
and all night” as he tries to impress 
NFL personnel over the next four 
months.
The senior class departs with a 
20-30 record over the last four sea-
sons, including two bowl appearances 
and three wins over ranked opponents 
— No. 22 Texas in 2010 and No. 19 
Texas Tech and No. 2 Oklahoma State 
in 2011.
3-0, 0-4, 3-0, 0-3.
That’s how the ISU football 
schedule broke down when 
the clock struck 0:00 in the 
Pinstripe Bowl on Friday.
Coming into the 2011 
season, the Cyclones were 
only favored to win in two 
games — Northern Iowa in 
the opening week, and against 
Kansas on Nov. 5. Many 
experts — including this board 
— predicted three or four wins 
for the team.
What ensued over the 
next four months was nothing 
short of unexpected, at least 
to everyone outside the ISU 
locker room. Maybe it was 
just coincidence, but these 
Cyclones were a team of runs.
The opening three weeks 
had fans believing Steele 
Jantz was the future, an 
electrifying gamer who came 
through in the clutch. The 
next four had fans, and the 
team, scratching their heads. 
Blowout losses and inconsis-
tent play gave way to the Jared 
Barnett era.
The final three wins of the 
season included what will 
be remembered as a seminal 
moment in ISU football his-
tory. The 36-31 win in double 
overtime against Oklahoma 
State was as memorable as it 
was unexpected, as shocking 
as it was exciting.
Bowl eligible for the 
second time in three years 
under coach Paul Rhoads, the 
Cyclones didn’t win another 
game — including the bowl 
game.
Fans endured specula-
tion that Rhoads would bolt 
for Pitt, but upon signing a 
10-year, $20 million contract, 
that ended too.
He’s really the crux of the 
season, if we’re being honest. 
Yes, the Barnett-Jantz story 
line was big, as was the up-
and-down play of the defense, 
which ended the season 
playing its best football. But 
Rhoads, and the job he’s doing, 
deserves the attention.
His emotions, which 
went up and down with the 
results of the season, are right 
there on his sleeve, for the 
whole world to see. Following 
the wins against Iowa and 
Oklahoma State, it was plain 
to see how much it meant to 
him personally as it did him as 
just a coach. After big losses, 
the frustration over not get-
ting the best out of his players 
was just as palpable.
But maybe most of all, and 
best of all if you’re a Cyclone 
fan, Rhoads isn’t content with 
what his team has accom-
plished. In listening to the 
coach speak after the bowl 
loss to Rutgers, simply making 
bowl games isn’t the endgame.
That may be the best 
thing Rhoads brings to Iowa 
State. Not his fiery demeanor, 
gutsy play-calling or so-called 
“signature wins,” rather the 
idea that more is expected. 
Bowl wins, not just berths. 
Contending for conference 
championships.
Such ideas seemed almost 
ludicrous just three years ago. 
Now it’s not such a long shot.
He does have work to do, 
though. Replacing offensive 
coordinator Tom Herman 
won’t be easy, and losing play-
ers like Kelechi Osemele and 
Leonard Johnson is huge con-
sidering they led in the locker 
room and on the field. Rhoads 
and his staff will surely lean 
on players like linebacker Jake 
Knott and A.J. Klein. 
Yes, Rhoads has his im-
perfections as a coach, and no, 
the goals above aren’t going to 
happen easily. When you’re 
a program like Iowa State, 
where there isn’t the tradition 
of a Texas or Oklahoma, the 
odds are stacked against you.
But if this season taught us 
anything, it’s that anything is 
possible these days with ISU 
football.
Editorial
Season 
taught us 
anything 
is possible
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Contract signing
Loss vs. Oklahoma
Win vs. Iowa
@jknott20, ISU LB Jake Knott
Tough, tough loss.... Thank you to all the fans 
that came out and the seniors that have done 
so much for ISU and ISU Football
@asore165, ISU wrestler Andrew 
Sorenson
#CycloneNation getting it done today in Ames, 
IA!!!
@mookjnsn
Losing sucks.
@ROBWGRAY, Cedar Rapids Ga-
zette reporter Rob Gray
Everything seems spot-on for the Cyclones 
now. Open-field tackles, passes coverage …
@bmaak63, former ISU OL Ben 
Lamaak
New York loves the #cyclones
@noelle_lichty
Still can’t believe the big #cyclone victory last 
night. IM SOOO PROUD
@ARobinson, Former ISU RB 
Alexander Robinson
Tough way to end a season. Definitely proud of 
the way #Cyclones battled all year. They’ll only 
get better from here. Still #CyclONEnation
@iowaradioguy
Steele Jantz may never buy another beer in 
Ames.
Bowl Game Win vs. Oklahoma State
 @AndrewMLogue, DM Register 
Sportswriter Andrew Logue
Paul Rhoads has agreed to a new 10-year 
contract to stay at ISU...This should end Pitt 
rumors.
@cbrackins_33, former ISU mbb 
player Craig Brackins
It’s a cyclone nation baby!!!! 
Ayyyyyyyyye!!!!!!!!!! #cyclonenation
@jknott20, ISU LB Jake Knott
Anyone see @AJKlein47 pop my shoulder back 
in on the first drive?
@jon_reader, 2011 NCAA Cham-
pion wrestler Jon Reader
Best game I’ve ever been to! Proud to be a 
cyclone!!! Bleed cardinal and gold!! #cyclon-
enation!!!!!
ISU	Football	tweets
Senior class says goodbye
2 bowl appearances 
mark seniors’ careers 
By	Dan.Tracy	
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Offensive lineman Kelechi Osemele 
blocks Texas A&M’s Spencer Nealy 
during Iowa State’s 33-17 loss to the 
Aggies on Oct. 22. Osemele has been 
projected as a first- or second-round 
NFL draft pick.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Darius Reynolds dives for a pass from quarterback Jared Barnett against Texas 
A&M on Oct. 22. The senior wide receiver led the Cyclones with 43 catches and 
695 yards on the season.
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Defensive back Leonard Johnson lines up against Oklahoma State receiver Justin  
Blackmon in Iowa State’s upset of the second-ranked Cowboys on Nov. 18. 
Johnson will play in the Senior Bowl in Mobile, Ala., on Jan. 28.
2011:	By	the	numbers
117
tackles by leading tackler A.J. Klein
78 yards
Longest play, an interception return for  
touchdown by A.J. Klein vs. Missouri
44
Most points scored (vs. Iowa)
7
Fewest points allowed (vs. Texas Tech)
5-1
Iowa State’s record in games decided  
by seven points or less
2
Times that Iowa State has beaten Iowa and UNI 
in the same year (19 seasons)
18-20
Coaching record through Paul Rhoads’ first 
three years as head coach
321,880
Fans in attendance in Jack Trice Stadium  
this season (53,647 per game)
568
Most yards gained (vs. Oklahoma State)
290
Fewest yards allowed (vs. Texas Tech)
382-295
Points margin, opponents outscoring Iowa State 
on the season 
88 for 680
Penalties and yardage on the season  
(6.8 for 52.3 yards per game)
Sixty football minutes, 
three overtimes and one bro-
ken Cy-Hawk trophy later, 
Iowa State left Jack Trice 
Stadium a winner against 
Iowa for the first time since 
2007.
The Cyclones took home 
the trophy after a 44-41, triple-
overtime win Sept. 10.
“I don’t have trouble find-
ing words very often,” said 
coach Paul Rhoads. “But I had 
trouble in the locker room, and 
trouble right now, because of 
the unbelievable performance 
of not just one team, but two 
teams out there.”
Iowa State overcame three 
fumbles and two missed field 
goals to beat Iowa in what was 
described by many as one of 
the best experiences of their 
football careers.
“This is the greatest game 
I’ve ever been a part of,” said 
quarterback Steele Jantz. 
“Because, for me, the gratifica-
tion I get is how many people 
were affected by it, and how 
many people are so happy 
about it and how much it 
means.”
Jantz, who played a lot like 
a former Cyclone quarter-
back from California, made 
several plays in crunch time, 
racking up four touchdown 
passes, with 279 yards on 25-
of-37 passing. He and team-
mates Kelechi Osemele and 
Shontrelle Johnson led the 
Cyclones in a game that will be 
remembered for years to come.
“This is hands down the 
greatest game I’ve ever been 
involved in,” Osemele said. “It 
was close the whole way, it was 
a dog fight. You don’t really get 
games like that too often.”
Osemele, who’s been bat-
tling a sprained ankle, rein-
jured it in the first quarter. 
He said fellow lineman Ethan 
Tuftee “pancaked” an Iowa 
lineman onto him, and said 
“there was no way I was stay-
ing out” after the injury.
Johnson, who rushed for 
108 yards on 18 carries, felt a 
sigh of relief getting the win, 
as he fumbled with 9:34 left 
in the second quarter as the 
Cyclones were driving. The 
sophomore also expressed the 
emotion that it was the great-
est win of his career.
“It was definitely a nail-
biter and it was definitely a dog 
fight,” Johnson said. “The goal 
is to win the turnover battle, 
but at the same time, you’ve got 
to have a short-term memory 
and put that play in the back 
[of your mind] and keep going.”
Rhoads has notched three 
signature wins now at Iowa 
State — a win at Nebraska in 
2009, a win at Texas in 2010 
and now a win against Iowa. 
He was nearly overcome with 
emotion at the postgame press 
conference.
“Our football team over-
came unbelievable adversity,” 
Rhoads said. “You don’t turn 
the ball over three times to one 
— twice inside your 10-[yard 
line] — miss two field goals 
against a program like Iowa 
and win too many times un-
less you have the resolve of the 
young men that I coach.”
The resolve Rhoads talked 
about was most evident on 
third- and fourth-down situa-
tions. The Cyclones were 13-
of-20 on third-down plays and 
converted both of their fourth-
down tries.
Players also took to Twitter 
following the game to express 
their excitement over the win. 
Jacques Washington tweeted: 
“Thanks for all the love fans! I 
told yal we were gonna bring it 
home to Ames!”
The win clearly meant a 
lot to Rhoads, who said he was 
glad to get a big win at home in 
front of the fans. He also said 
he thought this was the best 
win he’s been a part of as coach 
at Iowa State, but for different 
reasons than his players.
“The best,” Rhoads said of 
the win. “Because it happened 
today.”
It wasn’t the opener 
they had hoped for, but the 
Cyclones got the result they 
wanted Sept. 3 with a 20-19 
win against Northern Iowa.
While the win leaves 
Iowa State 1-0, it also leaves 
the team with plenty of work 
to do before the Iowa 
Hawkeyes come to town this 
Sept. 10.
“We’ve absorbed and 
learned a lot since Saturday 
night,” said coach Paul Rhoads. 
“Now it’s time to take that 
knowledge and improve our 
football team.”
The Cyclones squeaked by 
the No. 7 FCS team in the na-
tion in the Panthers, as quar-
terback Steele Jantz had a 
lackluster first three quarters 
of the game.
The City College of San 
Francisco transfer entered 
the fourth quarter 12-of-25 for 
74 yards, no touchdowns and 
three interceptions.
Northern Iowa also was 
ahead 13-7 after sustaining a 
22-play, 90-yard drive that ate 
up 10:26 of game time in the 
third quarter.
But in crunch time, Jantz 
got the job done. He marched 
the Cyclones down the field, 
tossed a desperation touch-
down to Josh Lenz, then 
rushed for a touchdown after 
an 80-yard touchdown pass 
from UNI quarterback Tirrell 
Rennie.
“It was fourth down, so it 
was do or die. I saw Josh and 
I gave him a shot and he made 
an amazing play,” Jantz said 
after the game. “I had too many 
nerves in the beginning. I need 
to settle down more. One thing 
I learned about our team [is] 
that they never give up.”
Jantz gave the fans what 
they came to see in the final 
quarter, passing for 113 yards, 
the touchdown to Lenz, and 
seemed to shake off the self-
described nerves when it came 
to crunch time.
“I wouldn’t say I shut my 
mind off, but as a team, as an 
offense we were just focused 
on executing,” Jantz said. “We 
were taking it one play at a 
time. We were able to get some 
momentum going.”
Rhoads, along with every 
player and coach that has ad-
dressed the media following 
the game, expressed that while 
they picked up the win, there’s 
plenty of work left to do.
Coaches and players stud-
ied film part of Sunday and 
found things they need to ad-
dress before the Hawkeyes 
come to Ames.
“There was an overall lack 
of execution in the first game 
by our football team,” Rhoads 
said. “[Iowa has] played really 
well against us. I think we’ve 
gotten manhandled at the line 
of scrimmage in both [of the 
last two] years, and if we’re 
going to change the outcome, 
that’s where it’s going to start.”
Rhoads addressed both 
offensive and defensive lines, 
saying he believes players like 
Ethan Tuftee and Tom Farniok 
played well but that there’s 
“always room for 
improvement.”
As for the players, they 
know they’ve got their work 
cut out for them, and executing 
their game plan will be the key 
to having any kind of success 
against the Hawkeyes.
“It’s a black and blue, blue 
collar ... it’s a down and dirty 
game,” said running back Jeff 
Woody. “There’s a game plan, 
there’s plays you need to ex-
ecute exactly how you practice 
it and it’s not any different than 
any other game.
“Iowa is not a complex de-
fense. We know exactly what 
they’re going to do. It’s just 
a matter of executing better 
than they do.”
Above all, every player and 
coach who talked did so about 
working on things that need 
to be fixed, and needing to do 
so to win more football games. 
What they will not be worried 
about is what trophy they’ll 
carry off the field on Sept. 10 if 
they win.
“No,” Rhoads said about the 
controversial Cy-Hawk trophy 
with a laugh. “I’d just like to 
take it home with me, that’s 
all.”
Game One: uni 19 - iOwa state 20
Game twO: iOwa 41 - iOwa state 44 (3Ot)
Cyclones hold on to beat Northern Iowa
In-state rivalry ends in thrilling fashion
Jantz overcomes 
lackluster play  
to secure win
Iowa State edges 
Hawkeyes 44-41 
in triple overtime
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Defensive end Willie Scott celebrates his fumble recovery during the fourth quarter against Northern 
Iowa on Sept. 3 at Jack Trice Stadium. The Cyclones won 20-19 in their season opener.
File photo: Gene Pavelko/Iowa State Daily
Wide receiver Darius Reynolds celebrates a touchdown Sept. 10 at 
Jack Trice Stadium. Reynolds finished the game with 85 receiving 
yards and two touchdowns in Iowa State’s 44-41 victory over Iowa.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Quarterback Steele Jantz moves the ball around the opposition 
against Northern Iowa on Sept. 3. The Cyclones took down the 
Panthers in a 20-19 victory, with Jantz throwing for 187 yards.
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Fans cheer on the field after the Cyclones took down Iowa 44-41 in triple overtime Sept. 10. As soon 
as running back James White scored the winning touchdown, the crowd stormed the field.
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Fans cheer during the Iowa State-Northern Iowa game Sept. 3 at 
Jack Trice Stadium. A crowd of 54,672 watched as the Cyclones 
downed in-state rival Northern Iowa.
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
ISU players celebrate the touchdown that forced overtime against Iowa. Quarterback Steele Jantz 
had 279 yards and four touchdown to lead the Cyclones against the Hawkeyes.
Jantz
Player of the Game
Steele Jantz
  18/40 passing
  187 yards
  One touchdown
  Three interceptions
  80 yards rushing
  Two touchdowns
Jantz
Player of the Game
Steele Jantz
  25/37 passing
  279 yards
  Four touchdowns
For three games, the 
Cyclones started games slow, 
turned the ball over and had to 
come back to win each game. 
For three games, quarterback 
Steele Jantz made a name for 
himself by coming through in 
the clutch for Iowa State (3-1, 
0-1 Big 12).
In the fourth game, it finally 
caught up with them.
“You can’t play like we did 
to start this game, again un-
fortunately, and win against 
the 17th-ranked team in the 
country,” said ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads. “We will continue to 
work and find answers to some 
of the foolish things that are 
taking place, which include 
turnovers.”
Iowa State lost to now-
No. 11 Texas 37-14 a year af-
ter the Cyclones traveled to 
Austin, Texas, and shocked the 
Longhorns with a 28-21 vic-
tory. In that game, Iowa State 
forced four Texas turnovers, 
while committing only one 
itself.
This year, the Cyclones 
gave the ball away three times 
— twice on fumbles from Josh 
Lenz and James White, once 
on a Steele Jantz interception 
— and had a blocked punt re-
turned for a touchdown.
After the game, Jantz put 
much of the weight on his 
shoulders for the mistakes.
“I feel like most of [the mis-
takes] was me with the turn-
overs and not making some 
of the right calls,” Jantz said. 
“We’ve just got to improve the 
mental part of the game.”
Three instances in the 
game point directly to Jantz’s 
mentioning of the “mental 
part of the game.” First, a per-
sonal foul call by ISU corner-
back Leonard Johnson — who 
would later be carted off on a 
stretcher following a helmet-
to-helmet hit — when the se-
nior was flagged for unneces-
sary roughness, a penalty that 
kept Texas on the field after 
the Cyclones had stopped the 
Longhorns on third down.
Second, wide receiver 
Darius Reynolds was flagged 
for a holding call that brought 
back a touchdown run by 
White, and third, wide receiv-
er Darius Darks was flagged 
for offensive pass interference 
after he pushed off the Texas 
cornerback before catching a 
touchdown pass from Jantz.
“Really, we just kept shoot-
ing ourselves in the foot this 
game,” Reynolds said. “It’s 
just something we’ve got to 
eliminate, the turnovers and 
the penalties, then we’ll be fine 
after that.”
The offensive miscues put 
plenty of pressure on the ISU 
defense early in the game as 
well.
In the three Texas drives 
following ISU turnovers — 
each of which garnered points, 
13 total — the Longhorns’ aver-
age starting field position was 
at the ISU 25-yard line.
ISU linebacker Jake Knott 
said he thought the defense 
played well considering the 
circumstances, but that once 
again mistakes allowed Texas 
opportunities — ones it cashed 
in on effectively.
“I thought overall we did 
pretty well,” Knott said. “We 
can’t make stupid, mental er-
rors. That’s basically what 
happened today, and Texas 
really capitalized on it and got 
the best of us.”
Now the Cyclones must 
look ahead to correct those 
mistakes if they want to be 
successful going forward.
“To address [turnovers], 
you do more ball security drills 
and we will get started on that 
quickly [on Sunday] to pre-
pare for a trip to Waco against 
a very good Baylor football 
team,” Rhoads said.
Jantz echoed his coach, 
saying that correcting mis-
takes starts with getting to-
gether as an offense and going 
over what went wrong and 
how to correct it.
White, who ran for a team-
high 71 yards and one touch-
down on 11 carries, said he also 
knows that if the Cyclones are 
going to win games going for-
ward, the mistakes must go 
away.
“Coach [Rhoads] has been 
telling us all season long that 
we can’t keep making mis-
takes over and over and expect 
to win against good teams,” 
White said. “We face adversity 
and it’s something we have to 
work past, but we can’t keep 
making the same mistakes ev-
ery game.”
Despite all that went wrong 
for the ISU football team, it 
found a way to win.
Iowa State won its first 
road game of the season when 
it defeated Connecticut 24-20 
in East Hartford, Conn., on 
Sept. 16.
The Cyclones (3-0) have 
now won all three of their 
games by a combined eight 
points, putting together big 
fourth-quarter performances 
in each of them.
“I don’t know if anybody 
picked us to win three [games]. 
One or two, maybe, but I don’t 
think anyone picked us to 
win three,” ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads said after the game. 
“Confidence continues to 
build as we find ways to win 
football games. I’ve got a confi-
dent group of young men to be-
gin with and they’ve got to fo-
cus on improving as we move 
forward.”
With 10 more penalties 
than the Huskies (1-2) and 
an identical figure in turn-
overs, the pressure situation 
was almost too familiar to the 
Cyclones.
“They like it,” Rhoads said. 
“They like the spotlight that 
goes with it and finding a way 
to execute and make plays 
when games are on the line.”
Quarterback Steele Jantz 
began the game going 0-for-4 
with three interceptions in the 
first quarter as UConn got out 
to an early 10-0 lead.
“I asked the ref if we could 
start over after the first quar-
ter was done,” Rhoads joked 
after the game. “He said, ‘Sorry, 
coach, we can’t to do that.’ It’s 
one of those that you almost 
have to scratch your head and 
allow yourself to smile a little 
bit because we were still in the 
game.”
Jantz would go on to fin-
ish 18-for-29 in pass comple-
tions with 200 yards and one 
touchdown.
A couple big plays by re-
ceivers Darius Reynolds and 
Josh Lenz kept the Cyclones in 
the game, as the two combined 
for 10 catches and 186 receiv-
ing yards in the contest.
“Our defense was play-
ing a great game in the whole 
first half; the whole game they 
played great,” said Reynolds, 
who hauled in two touchdown 
passes. “We knew we had to 
help them out and do our part, 
so we picked it up a little bit.”
In the third quarter, the 
Cyclones employed a trick play 
that resulted in a touchdown 
pass from Lenz to Reynolds — 
a 40-yard bomb to take a 14-10 
lead, the first of the game for 
the Cyclones.
“I came in right before that 
and they called the play,” Lenz 
said. “I was just trying to see 
what they were lined up in and 
I had to run a little bit deeper 
than usual because they were 
bringing some pressure off 
that back side there. As soon as 
I caught it [from Jantz], I just 
looked up and saw [Reynolds] 
downfield and just let it fly.”
The Cyclones now have 
a week off before beginning 
Big 12 play in a home game 
against No. 19 Texas.
“The open week comes 
at an excellent time for us,” 
Rhoads said. “We’re beat up, 
we’re tired, we’ll take advan-
tage of the rest as Texas will as 
they are open as well and then 
we’ll get onto the next week’s 
preparation.”
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Game three: iOwa state 24 - cOnnecticut 20
Game FOur: texas 37 - iOwa state 14
Iowa State overcomes adversity in win
Slow start, turnovers lead to Big 12 loss
Cyclones start 
3-0 for first time 
since ’05 season
Mental miscues 
cost Cyclones 
against Texas
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
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UConn linebacker Jory Johnson runs back a Steele Jantz interception during the Cyclones’ 24-20 win 
over the Huskies on Sept. 16. The Cyclones won on the road, despite Jantz’s three interceptions.
Photo: Ed Ryan/The Daily Campus
ISU quarterback Steele Jantz scans the field for an open receiver during Iowa State’s 24-20 win over 
Connecticut on Sept. 16 in Storrs, Conn.
Photo: Ed Ryan/The Daily Campus
ISU defensive back Ter’Ran Benton goes for a tackle during Iowa 
State’s Sept. 16 matchup with Connecticut. The win made Iowa 
State 3-0 for the first time since 2005.
File photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
Steele Jantz is tackled while he runs with the ball against Texas 
on Oct. 1. Three ISU turnovers — including an interception by 
Jantz — hurt the Cyclones against the No. 11 Longhorns.
File photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
Stephen Ruempolhamer tackles Texas’ Case McCoy during the Cyclones’ Big 12 Conference opener 
against the Longhorns on Oct. 1 at Jack Trice Stadium. Iowa State lost 37-14.
Reynolds
Player of the Game
Darius Reynolds
  Four catches
  128 yards
  Two touchdowns
White
Player of the Game
James White
  11 carries
  64 yards
  One touchdown
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Running back James White breaks through the defensive line, 
trying to get past Texas’ secondary on Oct. 1. White rushed for one 
touchdown, averaging 5.8 yards per carry. 
COLUMBIA, Mo. — The 
ISU football team headed to 
Columbia, Mo., with every 
intention of righting the ship 
coming off two straight losses 
to Texas and Baylor.
Instead, the Cyclones (3-3, 
0-3 Big 12) left Faurot Field 
more dejected than ever, with 
coaches and players who were 
visibly frustrated after a 52-17 
loss to Missouri.
“One of my biggest fears 
was that [Missouri] was going 
to gel as an offense after not 
doing it [in previous games],” 
said coach Paul Rhoads after 
the game. “They were a dan-
gerous football team waiting 
to explode as an offense and 
they did that, capitalizing on 
two turnovers. They did it 
twice with long fields, they did 
it twice with short fields and 
made mincemeat out of our 
defensive football team.”
For the second straight 
week, the Cyclone defense 
was gashed in the run game. 
The unit allowed more than 
200 yards on the ground once 
again, giving up 294 yards to 
Missouri (3-3, 1-2) a week af-
ter surrendering 395 to Baylor.
Linebacker Jake Knott, 
who said he hasn’t prac-
ticed for two weeks because 
coaches are looking out for his 
shoulder, said he flat out didn’t 
play well and that the defense 
needs to regroup in a hurry.
“MU had a great game 
plan for us,” Knott said. “They 
found a way to exploit every 
weakness that we had and they 
did it really, really well.
“As long as we can [get our 
minds right] and everybody 
stays mentally focused and 
stays on the right track, we’ll be 
fine. We’ve just got to go back 
and fix everything.”
Missouri had little trouble 
getting things going on offense, 
scoring quickly on an eight-
play, 50-yard drive that took 
3:02 and didn’t see any throws. 
Running back Henry Josey led 
the way for Missouri, carrying 
the ball 19 times for 134 yards 
and a touchdown.
The Cyclones also were 
exploited through the air, de-
spite intercepting two James 
Franklin passes and having 
A.J. Klein return one for a 
touchdown — the third of his 
career, tied for the most in ISU 
history.
Franklin went 20-of-
28 for 289 yards and three 
touchdowns, finding one of 
the nation’s best tight ends in 
Michael Egnew six times for 
105 yards and a score.
Rhoads talked after the 
game about the defense’s strat-
egy. The Cyclones went pri-
marily with a 3-2-6 defense to 
start the game, a strategy that 
worked well for the team in 
last year’s loss to the Tigers.
When Missouri showed 
the Cyclones it had the defense 
figured out, Rhoads’ staff tried 
to make adjustments.
“I cautioned our defensive 
staff that they would have an-
swers to that, so we of course 
had answers of our own when 
they showed what those things 
were,” Rhoads said. “Great 
credit to Missouri’s offensive 
staff and their plan and their 
kids and their execution.”
The Cyclones also saw 
more of the same from the 
offensive side of the ball. 
Quarterback Steele Jantz 
kept his streak alive of having 
a turnover in each game, fum-
bling twice against Missouri 
before coming out of the game 
at the end of the third quarter.
“Bottom line, we’ve got to 
do a better job, speaking for the 
offense,” Jantz said. “I think 
our first goal is just [to] prac-
tice better because I think we 
can improve in that area.”
Jantz was relieved in favor 
of redshirt freshman Jared 
Barnett after going 17-of-32 
for 161 yards and two fumbles. 
Barnett, who threw an inter-
ception on his first collegiate 
pass, said he “didn’t play very 
good,” but that he felt more and 
more comfortable as the quar-
ter went on.
Some may wonder now if 
there’s a quarterback contro-
versy rebrewing within the 
Cyclone locker room. But to 
ask Rhoads, there’s nothing to 
be read into about Barnett re-
placing Jantz.
“We were a good bit behind 
and Steele hadn’t led a touch-
down drive yet,” Rhoads said. 
“So I didn’t think I’d consult 
with [the media], I just thought 
I’d make the decision myself 
and put Jared Barnett out 
there and see what he could 
do with our offensive football 
team.
“We’re certainly going to 
examine the play of our quar-
terbacks and make a decision 
moving forward. You’ll see at 
kickoff [against Texas A&M] 
who goes out with us. I’m not 
saying it’s a competition, I’m 
not saying Steele won’t start, 
but don’t bother asking me 
during the week.”
For the ISU football team, 
the last two weeks weren’t 
all that different from the 
first three, where mistakes 
and penalties plagued the 
Cyclones.
The difference between 
those three and the last two 
was that in the first three, the 
Cyclones made plays that 
brought them back into the 
game.
“[We’ve had] back-to-back 
losses where we didn’t think 
we played as good of football 
as we’re capable of,” said coach 
Paul Rhoads. “You can’t do that 
a third week in a row. You’ve 
got to turn around and play a 
better football game and give 
yourselves an opportunity to 
win. 
“I didn’t think the last two 
weeks we gave ourselves an 
opportunity to win.”
The Cyclones’ 49-26 loss to 
No. 20 Baylor saw the offense 
turn the ball over twice, the 
team commit seven penalties 
and go three-and-out on mul-
tiple occasions.
In all, Baylor ran 97 plays 
throughout the game, 55 in the 
first half alone.
“[It was] no single individ-
ual and not really a multitude 
of errors,” Rhoads said regard-
ing the three-and-outs. “Those 
are pivotal series and they hap-
pened at the wrong time.”
Being on the field for so 
long wears on players, but ju-
nior linebacker Jake Knott be-
lieves the mistakes the defense 
made  — Iowa State allowed 
391 net rushing yards and 
603 yards of total offense — are 
easily fixed.
“There’s definitely a lot of 
things that could’ve gone our 
way that didn’t,” Knott said. 
“Baylor’s offense did such a 
great job of the up-tempo [of-
fense], which allowed them 
to run so many plays. It can 
definitely end up wearing you 
down as a defense.
“It’s a very correctable 
mistake the front seven was 
making.”
The coaches and players 
talked a lot about “assignment 
football” in the week leading 
up to the game in Waco, Texas, 
mostly in reference to quarter-
back Robert Griffin III.
The Cyclones didn’t let 
Griffin put up video-game 
numbers — he completed 
22-of-30 passes for 212 yards 
and a touchdown — but rather 
were gashed in the run game.
Baylor running back 
Terrance Ganaway carried the 
ball 23 times for 200 yards, and 
Griffin carried 24 times for 
132 yards.
“I think you’ve got to play 
together and complement 
each other,” Rhoads said. 
“When you’re playing a team 
like Baylor, for instance, 
you’ve got to give yourself a 
rest. I felt we could’ve given 
up 30-some points against 
Baylor and played good de-
fense if we’d gotten the right 
key stops.
“You’ve got to complement 
both sides of the ball together 
at the right times.”
That message is clear to 
players, who know they have 
the tools in place to get the job 
done despite adversities.
“Everybody gets worn 
down. It’s just mind over mat-
ter,” said safety Durrell Givens. 
“The coaches put us in the 
right position. We’ve just got 
to work on knowing what we 
have to do and do it.”
There was definitely a 
bright spot for the Cyclone of-
fense on Oct. 8.
Running back James 
White, who started in 
place of injured Shontrelle 
Johnson, ran for 151 yards on 
15 carries.
One of the 15 included a 
76-yard touchdown run in the 
third quarter.
“I made sure I prepared 
myself well, and when the time 
came, I took advantage of it,” 
White said. “I credit my line-
men. Without them there’s no 
running game.”
White’s work ethic is 
lauded by the coaching staff. 
Rhoads described White as 
someone who has no quit in 
him.
“I don’t think James 
has been any different in all 
five ball games this season,” 
Rhoads said. “There’s other 
guys on our team that have 
great work ethic, but they still 
sometimes get tired. James is 
one of those guys, he’s like the 
Energizer bunny, he doesn’t 
get tired.”
Game Five: iOwa state 26 - baylOr 49
Game six: iOwa state 17 - missOuri 52
Rush defense stumbles against Baylor
Clobbered: Cyclones fall in 3rd straight
Iowa State allows 
603 total yards 
 to Bears’ offense
Coaches, players 
frustrated after 
trip to Columbia
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Baylor quarterback Robert Griffin III looks for running room past ISU defensive end Willie Scott in the first half Oct. 8 in Waco, Texas. The Bears won 49-26 behind Griffin’s 
212 years and one touchdown.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU running back James White breaks free during the fourth quarter Oct. 15, against Missouri. The 
Tigers won on their homecoming, beating the Cyclones 52-17.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU wide receiver Darius Darks is wrapped up after grabbing one of his two catches during Iowa 
State’s 52-17 loss to Missouri. Darks had 45 receiving yards, including 37 on this third-quarter play.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU quarterback Steele Jantz stretches to try and recover a 
fumble during the first half of the Cyclones’ 52-17 loss to Missouri 
on Oct. 15. Jantz fumbled twice in the ISU loss.
Reynolds
Player of the Game
Darius Reynolds
  Seven receptions
  178 yards
  Two touchdowns
Klein
Player of the Game
A.J. Klein
  12 tackles (eight solo)
  1.5 tackles for loss
  One interception, returned for 78 yards
  One touchdown
James White said it best 
last week when asked about 
Texas Tech’s Oct. 22 upset of 
then-No. 3 Oklahoma: “Any 
team is beatable.”
A week removed from the 
first four-game losing streak 
for the ISU football team in the 
Paul Rhoads era, the Cyclones 
upset No. 19 Texas Tech 
41-7 on Oct. 29 in the team’s 
first-ever victory in Lubbock, 
Texas.
“It was a complete game,” 
Rhoads said Sunday night. 
“We’ve played good football, 
but we haven’t played a com-
plete game [until now], and 
it was thoroughly a complete 
game.”
With redshirt freshman 
Jared Barnett making his 
first start under center for 
the Cyclones (4-4, 1-4 Big 12), 
the ISU offense was able 
to get things going, jumping 
out to a 21-0 lead after the first 
quarter.
Barnett, a native of 
Garland, Texas, completed 
14-of-26 passes with 144 yards 
and one touchdown while ac-
cumulating 92 rushing yards 
and one touchdown on the 
ground as well.
“It’s been crazy, just a 
whole bunch of excitement be-
tween me and the entire team,” 
Barnett said. “We’re just excit-
ed to get this first conference 
win under our belts and start 
moving forward.”
Running back Duran Hollis 
had a career-high in rush-
ing yards, amassing 101 with 
one score — a career-high 
71-yard touchdown run on the 
Cyclones’ first drive of the sec-
ond half.
White had a career day of 
his own as well, notching 138 
rushing yards — the most by 
any Cyclone running back 
against Texas Tech — with one 
rushing touchdown to bring 
his total to a team-high seven 
on the season.
“I thought we had a great 
plan,” Rhoads said of the run-
ning attack. “I thought we had 
a great plan with getting the 
tight end involved and being a 
lead blocker and getting us into 
some two-back types of run-
ning plays.
“In certain games, there 
is a snowball effect. And once 
we were effective with it, then 
we got confident in that and I 
think our blocking improved 
as the game went along.”
Texas Tech (5-3, 2-3) 
came into the game averaging 
539.3 yards per game of total 
offense.
However, the ISU defense 
held the Red Raiders to a sea-
son-low 290 yards of total of-
fense — the only game in which 
they’ve failed to gain at least 
300 total yards.
“Offensively, that was 
pretty much the worst perfor-
mance we had in two years, 
but you have to give credit to 
Iowa State,” said TTU coach 
Tommy Tuberville after the 
game. “They came in focused 
and had a good game plan, did 
some things we hadn’t seen 
and we didn’t adjust very well.”
The ISU defense also held 
TTU quarterback Seth Doege 
to less than 200 yards passing 
and no touchdowns, both firsts 
for the season. It also ended 
the streak of 69 straight games 
in which the Red Raiders 
have passed for at least one 
touchdown.
“They tackled really well,” 
Rhoads said of his defense. 
“We had a very simple game 
plan because of [Texas Tech’s] 
speed and pace of getting to the 
line and running plays. That al-
lowed us to focus on the forma-
tions and the plays that we had 
to defend with less defenses.”
Safety Ter’Ran Benton and 
cornerback Jeremy Reeves 
both intercepted passes from 
Doege in the first and fourth 
quarters, leading to 10 points 
off of the turnovers for the 
Cyclones.
“I felt we played the ‘quick 
stuff’ faster and I think we’ve 
been improving on that as 
a secondary,” Rhoads said. 
“Having five DBs out there 
more recently with Durrell 
[Givens] getting more play-
ing time and [Benton] getting 
more snaps at the nickel has 
helped us have a faster unit on 
the field.”
Reeves’ pick was his first 
of the season and third of his 
career, while Benton’s was the 
first of his career in 40 consec-
utive starts, which is currently 
the fourth-most on the team.
As for the looming fear 
of a hangover after a big win, 
Rhoads is no stranger to hav-
ing to motivate his team after 
big wins, having had his three-
year coaching career at Iowa 
State laden with them.
“We had a lot of mistakes 
to [correct] and we did that in 
the Texas Tech game,” Barnett 
said. “Now he was saying this 
week that we need to take this 
win and put it to bed and be 
ready for the Kansas game.”
A week removed from what 
was described by its coach as 
the poorest game — a 52-17 
loss to Missouri — in the past 
three years, the ISU football 
team regrouped to prevent 
another embarrassing confer-
ence loss.
However, the improved 
play of the Cyclones (3-4, 0-4 
Big 12) was not enough in their 
33-17 loss to No. 17 Texas A&M 
for its 99th Homecoming game 
on Oct. 22.
“We play to win,” said ISU 
coach Paul Rhoads after the 
game. “In order to win, you’ve 
got to play well. In order to 
play well, we need to play bet-
ter and I thought we did that 
today.”
Iowa State held the Aggies 
(5-2, 3-1) to one rushing yard 
on eight carries in the first 
quarter as it jumped out to a 
7-3 lead in front of the 51,131 
fans in attendance.
“They were playing a little 
differently than they were 
showing on tape,” said A&M 
quarterback Ryan Tannehill. 
“We still had the right play 
calls, we just weren’t making 
the plays.”
However, lapses in the play 
of the defense in the second 
half ultimately proved costly 
for an ISU squad that came 
into the game dead-last in run 
defense in the Big 12.
“We practiced hard dur-
ing the week on the run and 
emphasizing the run,” said 
junior linebacker A.J. Klein. 
“[They have] two explosive 
backs. They both get the same 
amount of carries and limiting 
them was the main part of our 
game plan.”
Christine Michael led 
the rushing attack for the 
Aggies, amassing a game-high 
142 yards and one touchdown 
on 18 carries. Complementing 
Michael was Cyrus Gray, 
who rushed for 125 yards on 
21 carries.
“I think they made some 
adjustments,” Klein said of the 
A&M offense. “They started 
cutting back the ball earlier 
than we expected. From what 
we’d seen on film, we knew 
they were going to cut it back, 
it’s just [about] flowing to the 
ball.
“They made it hard by 
spreading out the offense and 
made us run a long way to get 
to the running backs.”
Klein tied for a game-high 
10 total tackles with corner-
back Jeremy Reeves and line-
backer Matt Tau’fo’ou. That 
figure is a career-high for 
Tau’fo’ou and ties a career-
high for Reeves.
The defense tied a season-
high in sacks with three — 
with defensive linemen Jacob 
Lattimer, Jake McDonough 
and Patrick Neal all getting the 
stops — against an A&M team 
that had allowed only three 
sacks all season coming into 
the game.
“I challenged coach [Wally] 
Burnham’s staff to bring more 
pressure when we needed to, 
we didn’t get that pressure 
with blitzes and zone blitzes 
only,” Rhoads said.
“I thought our guys played 
extremely hard tonight, I 
thought that showed. I thought 
we played fast and it was good 
to see that pressure.”
For the offense, ISU quar-
terback Steele Jantz contin-
ued his lackluster play in the 
first two series of the game, 
throwing an interception on 
his first pass attempt and going 
0-for-4 in completions.
After those two series, red-
shirt freshman Jared Barnett 
was put into the game against 
an Aggie defense that led the 
nation in sacks coming into 
the game with 26.
“He wanted to run around 
a lot, so we had to end up 
spying him,” said A&M line-
backer Sean Porter of Barnett. 
“He’s a pretty good quarter-
back for a freshman. They 
were out there doing some 
good things.”
Barnett’s favorite target of 
the day was junior Josh Lenz, 
who registered a career-high 
in both receptions (eight) and 
receiving yards (117).
“He’s had a very steady and 
solid junior year thus far and 
it gets to the point that that’s 
what you expect,” Rhoads said 
of Lenz. “It needs to be what 
we expect to find success and 
it’s good to see.”
As for the negatives, 
Rhoads said the offensive 
woes of his team still stem 
from a lack of execution.
The Cyclones went 
6-of-18 on third-down con-
versions with seven of the 
12 missed conversions coming 
from plays needing less than 
10 yards for a first down.
“We left a lot of plays out 
there that we wish we could 
have back, but obviously you 
can’t go back and change 
those,” Lenz said. “So we’ve 
just got to work harder and 
practice on executing.”
Texas A&M concludes its 
all-time series with Iowa State 
10-1 in the last game between 
the two schools as conference 
opponents.
Texas A&M will be leav-
ing the Big 12 and joining the 
Southeastern Conference in 
July 2012.
Game seven: texas a&m 33 - iOwa state 17
Game eiGht: iOwa state 41 - texas tech 7
Improvement not enough to defeat Aggies
Upset puts end to 4-game losing streak
Barnett makes 
his ISU debut  
in relief of Jantz
Cyclones earn 1st 
win in Lubbock 
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
The Texas A&M defense takes down ISU quarterback Jared Barnett as he rushes the ball during the 
game on Oct. 22. The Aggies defeated the Cyclones 33-17 in Iowa State’s 99th Homecoming game.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Texas A&M defensive back Lionel Smith tries to intecept a pass 
to ISU wide receiver Josh Lenz during the game Oct. 22. Lenz had 
eight receptions for 117 yards in the Cyclones’ 33-17 loss.
Photo: Stephen Spillman/The Lubbock Avalance-Journal
Iowa State’s Jake Knott rushes toward Texas Tech quarterback 
Seth Doege on Oct. 29 in Lubbock, Texas. The ISU defense held 
the Red Raiders to a season-low 290 yards of total offense.
Photo: Stephen Spillman/The Lubbock Avalance-Journal
Wide receiver Darius Darks and quarterback Jared Barnett congratulate each other following a score 
against No. 19 Texas Tech in the Cyclones’ 41-7 upset of the Red Raiders on Oct. 29 in Lubbock, Texas.
Lenz
Player of the Game
Josh Lenz
  Eight receptions
  117 yards
  Three kick returns
  67 yards
Barnett
Player of the Game
Jared Barnett
  14/26 passing
  144 yards
  One touchdown
  19 carries
  92 yards
  One touchdown
No one predicted it. No one 
expected it.
But believe it: Iowa State 
defeated the No. 2 team in the 
nation Nov. 18, 37-31 in double 
overtime over Oklahoma State.
“I couldn’t be prouder of 
the effort [the players] put 
forth tonight,” said ISU coach 
Paul Rhoads after the game. 
“It was a complete team effort. 
That’s what we needed for vic-
tory, and that’s what we gave.”
The loss for Oklahoma 
State (10-1, 7-1 Big 12) ru-
ins any hopes the team had 
for a potential BCS National 
Championship berth, and caps 
off a 24-hour stretch that could 
be described as one of the 
worst times in school history 
following the death of wom-
en’s basketball coach Kurt 
Budke and assistant Miranda 
Serna in a plane crash.
For Iowa State (6-4, 3-4), 
it was the first time the foot-
ball team beat a team ranked 
sixth or higher in the nation. 
Cyclone football was 0-56-
2 all-time against top-six-
ranked teams prior to Nov. 18.
“People, they try to rank 
[the victories]; put them here, 
put them there,” Rhoads said. 
“They’re all fantastic. This was 
really neat because it’s another 
historic victory for Iowa State.
“I’m very proud for the 
Cyclone nation that they got to 
experience it [at home].”
Fans in attendance 
swarmed the field as Jeff 
Woody crossed the goal line 
in the second overtime to win 
the game. Players and coaches 
celebrated among the swarm, 
soaking it all in and basking in 
the celebratory atmosphere.
The game-winning drive 
came after an interception 
from senior defensive back 
Ter’Ran Benton intercepted 
a Brandon Weeden pass. ISU 
quarterback Jared Barnett — 
who is now 3-0 as the starter 
— said he and his teammates 
knew what would happen next.
“We knew. We knew that 
when we stepped on the field 
that it was our time and it was 
time for us to shock the world,” 
Barnett said. “We gave it to our 
big bruiser and let him put it in 
the end zone.”
The Cyclones have adopted 
an “All In” mantra for this sea-
son, and are a self-described 
“blue collar” team. There’s no 
better example of that than the 
“big bruiser” Woody. The run-
ning back put the win into per-
spective after the game.
“Senior night, Friday night, 
ESPN, only show in town, 
never beat a top-five team in 
Iowa State’s history,” Woody 
said. “All those factors com-
bined together just combines 
them [into] the perfect storm 
of finding a way to win and 
prove that we are a good team 
once again.”
The Cyclones fought back 
from a 24-7 deficit in the third 
quarter on the strength of five 
OSU turnovers. In addition to 
Benton, cornerback Leonard 
Johnson had an interception, as 
did safety Jacques Washington 
— the first of his career.
It being senior night for 
Iowa State, the leadership 
shown by players such as 
Johnson and Benton backed 
up the leadership they’ve 
shown off the field.
“The impact that they 
had on the game starts off the 
playing field,” Rhoads said. 
“Ter’Ran was elected a captain 
for a reason: because his team-
mates believe in him. I’ve nev-
er seen Leonard more focused. 
He had a great opportunity 
tonight to go up against [Justin 
Blackmon] and he stepped up 
in a big way.”
Fans who had filed onto 
the field left it in shock, and 
the same feeling was evident 
in talking to players after the 
game. Holding Oklahoma 
State — the No. 3 offense in 
the nation — to just 17 offen-
sive points in regulation was a 
feat in and of itself. The other 
seven Cowboy points came off 
the interception returned for a 
touchdown by Shaun Lewis.
The “blue collar” bunch 
got the job done by any means 
necessary, which is becoming 
a trait of Rhoads’ teams.
“I love the fact that our de-
fense played well, our special 
teams played well,” Woody 
said. “We made mistakes, we 
battled back from it and we 
managed to pull out a win 
no matter what the cost, no 
matter what the odds slanted 
against us.
“That’s just a testament to 
the seniors and the coaching 
and just the character of this 
team.”
It was not 
pretty, but 
Paul Rhoads 
will take it.
Described 
as a “beauti-
ful” win by 
the third-
year coach, 
Iowa State held off Kansas 
13-10 for the second straight 
year at home Nov. 5 in front of 
a school-record fifth consecu-
tive crowd of at least 50,000 in 
attendance.
“Credit to KU, they came in 
here and played a game we ex-
pected them to play,” Rhoads 
said. “We knew it was going to 
be that type of football game, 
we turned it over three times 
and we recovered. We played 
through that, we kept our fo-
cus on what it was that we had 
to do to win a football game 
and we got the job done in the 
end.”
The KU defense, which 
came into the game allowing 
a nation-worst 49.5 points 
per game, challenged Jared 
Barnett in his second start at 
quarterback, holding him to 
just 16-of-30 pass comple-
tions, 175 yards through the air 
and an interception.
“They really came out to 
play and they made things 
difficult for us,” Barnett said. 
“They really shut off our run-
ning backs and they were real-
ly keying on them and making 
me make the decisions with 
the ball in my hands.”
However, Barnett’s 
125 rushing yards was the 
most by an ISU quarterback 
since 2004, accounting for 
two of the Cyclones’ (5-4, 
2-4 Big 12) seven third-down 
conversions as well as one 
of two fourth-down 
conversions.
“JB is quick as a whip,” 
said running back Jeff Woody. 
“When something breaks 
down, he can just take off and 
run and out-run secondary, 
linebackers, linemen. 
“It makes the defense stay 
completely on their toes and 
they have to be so gap-sound 
that it makes it almost impos-
sible [to stop].”
The KU defense still made 
James White’s day difficult 
on the ground, holding the 
starting running back to just 
36 yards on 10 carries after a 
100-yard performance against 
Texas Tech on Oct. 29.
“They were doing a good 
job of stuffing the run,” White 
said. “They had [their] safety’s 
help, their linebackers were 
also playing well. I credit 
Kansas, they’re a pretty good 
defense.
“I watched them on film 
and I knew they were going to 
be pretty good.”
White’s 36 rushing yards is 
his lowest total since becom-
ing the starter at running back 
on Oct. 8 against Baylor.
The Jayhawks (2-7, 0-6) re-
bounded with 301 total yards 
after gaining a total of just 
46 yards the previous week in a 
loss to Texas.
“It hurt, we had opportuni-
ties to win the football game, 
but we didn’t make it happen,” 
said KU coach Turner Gill. 
“There were some good things 
that did occur for our foot-
ball team, but we have to keep 
competing.”
Leading the ISU defense in 
tackles was the starting line-
backing trio of Jake Knott, A.J. 
Klein and Matt Tau’fo’ou, all of 
whom recorded 10, nine and 
eight total tackles.
“They’re a veteran group,” 
Rhoads said of the trio. “All 
of them have been coached 
three straight years by Wally 
Burnham, all of them have 
been playing the same defense 
for three straight years now. 
There’s a lot to be said for that.”
The Jayhawks’ loss by 
three points is the closest loss 
to a Big 12 Conference oppo-
nent this season, giving play-
ers and coaches a different 
perspective after losing by an 
average of 32.8 in its first five 
conference losses.
“Our offense just couldn’t 
get it done,” said KU quarter-
back Jordan Webb. “A loss is 
a loss, but when you’re that 
close and the game is almost 
in your grasp, it’s definitely 
different.”
The Cyclones are now 5-4 
for the third year in a row — all 
under Rhoads — with a bowl 
berth that would come with a 
sixth win as a dangling carrot 
in front of their noses.
A bye week, however, will 
grace the Cyclones before 
the final three-game stretch 
against three of the best teams 
in the conference with a cov-
eted bowl berth at stake.
“We’ve got an open date 
and a chance to improve our 
football team,” Rhoads said. 
“We’re going to focus on the 
fundamentals, we’re going to 
focus on every phase of get-
ting better [and] I know I have 
a group of young men that will 
do exactly that.”
Game nine: kansas 10 - iOwa state 13
Game ten: OklahOma state 31 - iOwa state 37 (2Ot)
Cyclones squeak by with ‘beautiful’ win
‘Perfect storm’ leads to historic victory
Barnett leads 
ground attack 
against Kansas
Cyclones create 
BCS bedlam with 
upset of Cowboys
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Wide receiver Albert Gary leaps to snatch quarterback Jared Barnett’s pass out of the air on Nov. 5 
against Kansas. Gary had a career-high in receptions (five) and yards (57). 
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Quarterback Jared Barnett and running back James White 
celebrates with some of their teammates after scoring a 
touchdown in overtime against Oklahoma State on Nov. 18.
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Jeff Woody breaks a tackle during Iowa State’s 13-10 victory 
against Kansas on Nov. 5. Woody broke his career-high rushing 
total with 61 rushing yards in the game.
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Jacob Lattimer comes up with a key fumble during against No. 2 Oklahoma State on Nov. 18. Iowa 
State forced four turnovers against the Cowboys to clinch the historic win.
File photo: Zhenru Zhang/Iowa State Daily
Members of the ISU football team cheer and celebrate after 
holding off Kansas 13-10. The game marked the fifth consecutive 
crowd of at least 50,000 in attendance at Jack Trice Stadium.
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Quarterback Jared Barnett passes deep down the field to an open receiver against Oklahoma State. 
Barnett had a career night in completions (31), attempts (58), passing yards (376) in the upset.
Gary
Player of the Game
Albert Gary
  Five catches
  57 yards
Barnett
Player of the Game
Jared Barnett
  31/58 passing
  376 yards
  Three touchdowns
  Two interceptions
  14 carries
  84 yards
Rhoads
MANHATTAN, KAN. — 
There’s a reason ISU coach 
Paul Rhoads’ name is penciled 
in on offseason coaching can-
didate lists and that his name 
was trending worldwide on 
Twitter during the fourth 
quarter of Iowa State’s regular 
season finale at Kansas State.
Like a poker savant who 
slyly pushes all his chips into 
the pot, Rhoads has become 
known nationally as a head 
coach who is not afraid to take 
a chance to win football games.
So was the case Dec. 3.
With his team facing a 
fourth-and-8 down 23-20 with 
just under 10 minutes remain-
ing in the game, the Cyclones 
dialed up a fake punt from 
their own 36-yard line.
Sophomore punter Kirby 
Van Der Kamp followed 
the offensive line trio of 
Kyle Lichtenberg, Jacob 
Gannon and Carter Bykowksi 
around the left end, stutter-
stepped and was taken down 
after a nine-yard gain, just 
enough to keep Iowa State’s 
drive alive.
“I’ll say this, one of the best 
football plays I’ve ever seen 
was that play right there,” 
Rhoads said after the game. 
“Our kids hanging with the 
blocks, executing the blocks 
and Kirby patiently waiting 
then taking his crease and run-
ning like a football player.”
The Cyclones tied the game 
with a field goal nine plays 
later but would not be able to 
answer a late Kansas State 
touchdown as they fell 30-23. 
The fake punt wasn’t the only 
time the Cyclones dialed up an 
unorthodox play call as quar-
terback Jared Barnett found 
wide receiver Darius Darks 
on a 30-yard flea-flicker pass 
to give Iowa State a 7-0 lead in 
the first quarter.
“I’m ready to score,” 
Barnett said when asked about 
his reaction to the play call. “I 
saw the flea flicker was called 
and looked out there and saw 
that Darius was out there. It 
was no problem, just catch it 
and throw it and he went up 
and made a great play for me.”
That Van Der Kamp picked 
up his third career first down 
on a fake punt or that Barnett 
was unfazed by the play call 
can be attributed to the “all-
in” mentality that Rhoads has 
challenged his players to adopt 
this season.
“We love doing these 
things,” Van Der Kamp said 
of the fake punt. “It makes me 
nervous for sure, but it makes 
the game exciting and we ex-
ecute greatly, and I have faith 
in my blockers up front, so I 
enjoy it.”
Sometimes the risks have 
paid off — such as the fake punt 
Dec. 3 or a successful onside 
kick against Oklahoma State — 
and other times they haven’t, 
as was evidenced on a failed 
two-point conversion against 
Nebraska in 2010. But, regard-
less of the outcome, Rhoads’ 
players look forward to seizing 
the opportunities their coach 
presents.
“I wouldn’t have it any oth-
er way,” said sophomore run-
ning back Jeff Woody. “He gets 
a feel for it because he’ll look 
each player in the eye and he’ll 
get a feel that says, ‘You know 
what, we’re feeling it, we have 
confidence, we know we’re go-
ing to go down and down this.’”
Following the game, 
Rhoads brought up the fact 
that his team, while the most 
talented he’s had in three years, 
is not yet talented enough to 
“blow out” teams just yet, so 
sometimes taking a risk or two 
is needed in helping increase 
the Cyclones’ shot at picking 
up a win.
“[Kansas State] is the No. 
11 team in the BCS and with 
[1:07] to go, we’re driving down 
to tie the game and send it 
into overtime,” Rhoads said. 
“Last week’s team was No. 1 
in the country seven weeks 
out of the season and we held 
them to season lows and did 
some things that other people 
haven’t done. 
“I’m really excited about 
the direction of our program 
and most excited about one 
more game left to play in this 
season.”
It had been 35 days since 
the ISU football team had 
suffered a loss when they 
traveled to Norman, Okla., on 
Nov. 26.
After a 26-6 loss to the 
Sooners, ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads compared the mind-
set of his team to that of the 
team that had just lost three 
straight before rattling off 
three straight conference 
wins.
“A little over a month ago, 
we came out of the Texas 
A&M loss having played bet-
ter and gaining confidence 
because of that, we exit the 
Oklahoma loss with no down-
grade in that confidence lev-
el,” Rhoads said at a press con-
ference on Monday. “I think 
we have a football team that’s 
playing our best football of the 
year.”
The Cyclones will end their 
third regular season under 
Rhoads on Dec. 3 as they’ll 
travel to Manhattan, Kan., for 
a matchup with No. 11 Kansas 
State (9-2, 6-2 in Big 12).
Over the last month, Iowa 
State’s defense has been one of 
the best units in the Big 12 al-
lowing the fewest points (18.5) 
of any Big 12 team over the last 
four games.
However, Iowa State’s of-
fensive struggles on Nov. 26 
— fewest total yards (245) 
and points (six) of the season 
— thwarted a chance at its 
first sweep of both Oklahoma 
schools since 1961.
After rushing for 301 yards 
in wins over Texas Tech, 
Kansas and Oklahoma State, 
the Sooners forced ISU red-
shirt freshman quarterback 
Jared Barnett to beat them 
with his arm by, at times, 
rushing only two defenders 
and assigning one or two oth-
er players to spy him to pre-
vent him from scrambling on 
pass plays.
“[It was] a great scheme 
to take his legs out of it on 
the pass game,” Rhoads said. 
“They really made him have to 
throw the ball out of the pocket 
if we were going to be success-
ful in the pass game.”
Oklahoma’s defensive 
scheme keyed Barnett’s first 
loss as a starter as the Garland, 
Texas, native completed only 
13 of 28 passes, threw an inter-
ception and was held to only 
21 yards on the ground.
Barnett expects to see 
some similar defensive looks 
from the Wildcats, who rank 
fifth in the Big 12 in total 
defense.
“It’s a different thing seeing 
it, and now that I’ve had that 
experience, I know what we 
can do to make sure that we’re 
still productive whenever de-
fenses are playing like that,” 
Barnett said.
With bowl eligibil-
ity already under their belt, 
the Cyclones will try to keep 
their current level of confi-
dence steady throughout the 
final month of the 2011 football 
season.
“We go into the month of 
December with an opportuni-
ty to earn two more victories, a 
position any coach would like 
their program to be in here at 
the end of the season,” Rhoads 
said.
Game eleven: iOwa state 6 - OklahOma 26
Game twelve: iOwa state 23 - kansas state 30
Confidence remains high despite loss
‘All-in’ attitude punctuates regular-season finale
Offensive troubles 
thwart chance  
at another upset
Rhoads’ dials up 
unorthodox calls 
against Wildcats
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Astrud Reed/The Oklahoma Daily
Jared Barnett runs with the ball in the Cyclones’ Nov. 26 loss to Oklahoma. The Cyclones, coming off 
of a win against No. 2 Oklahoma State, fell to the Sooners 26-6.
Photo: Astrud Reed/The Oklahoma Daily
Members of the ISU defense swarm to make a tackle on an Oklahoma player during the Cyclones’ 
26-6 loss to Oklahoma in Norman on Nov. 26.
Photo: Astrud Reed/The Oklahoma Daily
ISU quarterback Jared Barnett tries to evade Oklahoma 
linebacker Tom Wort during the Cyclones’ 26-6 loss to the 
Sooners on Nov. 26. Barnett and the Cyclones struggled to just 
245 total yards, a season low.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU quarterback Jared Barnett is tackled by Kansas State defensive back David Garrett in the second 
half of Iowa State’s 30-23 loss to the No. 11 Wildcats on Dec. 3.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU defensive back Leonard Johnson misses a tackle on Kansas State receiver Torrell Miller. The 
Wildcat offense racked up 359 yards, including 158 through the air.
File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU quarterback Jared Barnett rolls out looking for an open 
receiver during the Cyclones’ 30-23 loss to Kansas State. Barnett 
completed 15 of his 27 passes for 153 yards and a touchdown.
Benton
Player of the Game
Ter’Ran Benton
  11 tackles (11 solo)
  One tackle for loss
  One fumble recovery
  One interception
Woody
Player of the Game
Jeff Woody
  23 carries
  85 yards
  Two touchdowns
  One reception
  Seven yards
PinstriPe bOwl: iOwa state 13 - rutGers 27
NEW YORK — Jeff Woody said it 
was the most frustrating game he has 
played.
The redshirt sophomore running 
back could only hang his head as the 
ISU football team lost to Rutgers 27-
13 in the Pinstripe Bowl — its second 
trip to a bowl game in three seasons — 
on Friday at Yankee Stadium.
“We just weren’t executing,” 
Woody said. “It wasn’t anything that 
they were doing that we didn’t know 
they were going to do, it’s just we 
didn’t do it well. We couldn’t execute, 
we couldn’t complete a pass, we 
couldn’t stop blitzes when they were 
coming.
“We didn’t execute the way we 
needed to.”
The collective eyebrow of the ISU 
faithful raised in the second quarter 
when Steele Jantz was put into the 
game at quarterback in place of start-
er Jared Barnett.
“You can’t have the mindset where 
you won’t go in because when you do 
go in, you’ll do really bad,” Jantz said, 
who had not played since Oct. 29. 
“Every game I just try and tell myself, 
‘I’m gonna go in, I’m gonna go in,’ and I 
did this game.”
Jantz finished the game having 
gone 15-of-31 passing for 197 yards 
and two costly interceptions.
It was revealed later by ISU coach 
Paul Rhoads that Barnett had been 
injured during the course of the game.
“They sent a blitz on that play and 
a guy hit me right in the knee and my 
cleat was stuck in the ground, so it 
kind of pushed my knee backwards,” 
Barnett said. “It wasn’t anything ter-
rible, I probably could have [gone] 
back in personally. But it was coach 
Rhoads’ decision to take me out and 
we stuck with it as a team.”
Soon, the offense would struggle 
under the tutelage of Jantz, and the 
Cyclones (6-7, 3-6 Big 12) would 
watch their 6-0 lead accumulated in 
the first quarter vanish by giving up 17 
unanswered points before halftime.
“It’s been a long time since Dec. 3 
and we had a lot of preparation, a lot 
of practice time since then and there’s 
always competition taking place on 
the field,” Rhoads said. “Steele is back 
100 percent healthy — or close to it — 
with that foot [injury].”
Rhoads said Barnett’s injury was 
not the reason for the switch, but de-
clined to go into further detail.
Even with the ISU offense’s 
struggles, credit was given to the RU 
defense.
“They were executing better than 
we were and they were causing big 
plays [to happen] for them,” Barnett 
said of the opposing defense. “They 
were getting us to a lot of three-and-
outs and making us punt a lot and that 
really shot down our execution and 
made it hard for us to do things right.”
The ISU defense experienced 
some woes of its own, allowing 369 
total yards and a 100-yard rusher for 
the Scarlet Knights (9-4, 4-3 Big East) 
in Jawan Jamison.
“We had some problems with 
tackling early on in the game,” said 
linebacker A.J. Klein. “[We had] too 
many missed tackles and long runs, 
extra yardage given up that we could 
limit.”
Klein tied an ISU bowl (Matt Blair 
in 1971 Sun Bowl) record in total tack-
les with 16 — five of which were solo.
“As a defense, we did a better job 
adjusting in the second half,” Klein 
said. “But obviously it wasn’t enough 
tonight.”
Jamison, who amassed 131 rush-
ing yards and two touchdowns from 
27 carries, became the ninth 100-yard 
rusher allowed by the ISU defense 
this season.
Described as a “thick” runner 
by Rhoads with a 5-foot-8-inch, 
198-pound frame, Jamison created 
problems for a defense that was ane-
mic in stopping the run this season.
“He absorbed the blows extremely 
well,” said ISU linebacker Jake Knott. 
“If you hit him hard, he would just 
bounce off and keep his balance or 
stiff-arm. He did a fantastic job of be-
ing able to break tackles tonight.”
Overall, Rhoads said the game 
played out the way he expected, de-
spite the disappointment of his team.
“Both sides gave great effort,” 
Rhoads said. “It was the style and type 
of game that I thought it was going to 
be. The team that played the best foot-
ball game won the football game.”
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
ISU running back Jeff Woody scores a touchdown for the Cyclones in the fourth quarter of the Pinstripe Bowl on Friday at Yankee Stadium. Woody rushed for 21 yards, averaging 5.3 yards per play.
Execution lags versus Rutgers
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
Interceptions cost 
Cyclones in bowl
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Rutgers coach Greg Schiano celebrates after his team defeated Iowa State in the Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee Stadium on 
Friday. The Cyclones fell to the Scarlet Knights 27-13.
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads calls in plays during the New Era Pinstripe 
Bowl on Friday. The Cyclones lost 27-13 to Rutgers after taking a 
6-0 lead early in the game.
Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
Rutgers running back Jawan Jamison tries to evade cornerback 
Leonard Johnson in the Pinstripe Bowl. Jamison was named the 
game’s MVP, rushing for 134 yards and two touchdowns.
Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU cornerback Leonard Johnson defends a pass to Rutgers receiver Brandon Coleman in the first half of the Cyclones’ Pinstripe 
Bowl matchup with Rutgers. The incomplete pass led to a third down, and the Scarlet Knights would eventually score on a one-yard 
touchdown run from Jawan Jamison that would put them up 7-6. Rutgers went on to win 27-13.
PinstriPe Bowl: iowa state 13 - rutgers 27
Photo: Tim Reuter/ 
Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads cheers 
on his team as the defense 
runs to the sidelines during 
the Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee 
Stadium. Iowa State fell to 
Rutgers 27-13.
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
The ISU marching band performs as the football team enters as a part of the pregame pep rally at 
Yankee Stadium on Friday. 
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads and Rutgers coach Greg Schiano come together at Yankee Stadium to present 
the Pinstripe Bowl trophy on Dec. 29. 
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
The ISU marching band perfoms on the Babe Ruth Plaza of Yankee Stadium before the start of the 
bowl game on Friday. 
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads rings the opening bell at the New York 
Stock Exchange on Dec. 29. Rhoads was joined by Jake Knott, 
atheletic director Jamie Pollard and President Gregory Geoffory.
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads with Rutgers coach Greg Schiano are 
hosted by Yankee President Randy Levine at the New York Stock 
Exchange on Dec. 29. 
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
ISU Alumni Association President Jeff Johnson greets fans in the 
concourse of Yankee Stadium before the start of the Pinstripe 
Bowl on Friday. 
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Steele Jantz took over duties at quarterback after a slow offensive 
start. Jantz threw for 197 yards in the Cyclones’ 27-13 loss to 
Rutgers in the Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee Stadium on Friday.
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ISU receiver Darius Reynolds loses control of a pass in the end 
zone that would have brought the Cyclones within seven in the 
fourth quarter of Friday’s Pinstripe Bowl.
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Rutgers running back Jawan Jamison tries to evade ISU 
cornerback Leonard Johnson in the third quarter of Rutgers’ 
27-13 win in the Pinstripe Bowl in New York on Friday.
